Generalized orthomodular lattices defined by Janowitz [4] are examples of GOMPs and we compare the embedding given in [4] with ours in this particular case.
An interesting class of GOMPs consists of all Rickart
-rings equipped with the -order introduced by M.P.Drazin [3] .
For notation and basic notions concerning orthomodular posets and orthomodular lattices, let us refer to [1] or [6] .
For Rickart -rings, the standard reference is [2]. show easily that (G2), (G3) and (G4) are satisfied.
Weak generalized orthomodular posets
• An important example of WGOMP is given by -rings equipped with the -order. We will study this example in the following section.
• ·
The example of -order in -rings
In this section A will denote a '-ring. That means that on The following lemma proves that, for -rings, the orthogonality relation of [7] agrees with the one introduced in Section 1.
• · ... * » (ι) aib is equivalent to a"ib" and a "±b ".
(ii) If avb exists then (avb)"=a"vb".
Proof, (i) If aib then avb exists, and by using the isomorphism of Proposition 4, we have a"ib" and a*"ib*" as, * * clearly, aib is equivalent to a ib . Conversely, if a"i.b" then a"b"=0 and thus, 0=aa"b"=ab". Hence, 0=ab"b*=ab* and, by using * » * a "ib ", 0=a b also holds. Therefore, we have aib.
(ii) Obvious, by using the isomorphism (P avb · D Proposition 5. Every Rickart -ring is a GOMP.
• . . If A is a Rickart -ring then, by Proposition 2, A is a WGOMP. In order to prove (G$)', let a,b,c be elements of A such that eia, cib and avb exists. It follows from Lemma 9 that c"ia", c"ib"", c*"ia*" and c*"ib*" hold. We have, in the orthomodular lattice Proj (A) , c"ia"vb" and c*"ia*"vb*". By * · * using part (ii) Of Lemma 9, c"j.(avb)" and c "i(a vb )" and part (i) implies ciavb.
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